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“Mr. Landy, that woman is Jessica Sandgren, 22 years old, the daughter of Brant
Sandgren, and the girlfriend of Simon Capen, the boss of TY Company.”

After finishing speaking, Ray couldn’t help but sigh, “This woman dares to cheat
when she has a boyfriend. What a mess of a rich family!”

Timothy listened to Ray in silence, but his deep eyes fell on the woman in the
distance who was filming with a veil.

Although most of her face was covered by the veil, Timothy recognized her as
Jessica at a glance.

Brant’s daughter couldn’t be a whore.

With the bright red blood stain on the bedsheet last night, Timothy was sure that
Jessica would never be a slut.

He was curious about what had happened to this woman so that she

seduced him so boldly.

Even though he was casually dressed in a sports suit, his introverted
temperament made him extremely

attractive.

“Let’s go.” Timothy said coldly.

“Where are we going? Mr. Landy, our target hasn’t appeared yet.” Ray was full of
confusion. During the time he spoke, Timothy had already walked away.

Timothy said, “To buy some clothes.”

Full of confusion, Ray asked again in an uncertain tone, “Buy… Buy some
clothes?”

“Cut the crap.”

Jessica, acting in the disguise of Louise, certainly did not notice Timothy.
Wearing a veil, she devoted herself to
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her role.

However, even if her face was covered, her eyes were full of emotion.

The director, who was originally very unpleasant, couldn’t help but widen his
eyes when seeing the heroine’s acting

skill.

That was great

It was rare for Louise to act that well this time, and that sight was what he

wanted.

“Very good. This is what I want.” The director was very excited at the side, and
the crew members were also surprised at the scene.

They were also infected by the mixed feelings in her eyes.

Without a doubt, Jessica finished the

scene in one shot.

When the director said “cut”, many people couldn’t help but praise her.

“Louise, your performance is really amazing, and surprises me a lot.” The director
walked up to Jessica and patted her on the shoulder happily.

Jessica didn’t say anything and just expressed her joy with her eyes.

Just as she was about to come back to the dressing room, she didn’t expect to
hear a strange voice from the crowd.

“She’s not Louise at all. Louise has a

mole on her arm, but this woman doesn’t. You claim that you never use an
stand-in in filming, while in fact, you are really hypocritical.”

For a moment, the expression on everyone’s faces froze, and their eyes filled
with confusion fell on Jessica, who was wearing a veil.

Of course, they wanted to see if there was a mole on Jessica’s arm but she

didn’t show it to them.

The man who spoke walked up to Jessica. His identity as a reporter could be
known from the camera in his hand.



“What nonsense are you talking about? She is Louise.” Louise’s agent, Priscilla
Gadway, immediately stood in front of Jessica, full of vigilance.

Every time Jessica pretended to be Louise, she did it flawlessly. Where did she
show her flaws this time?

“Oh, what are you afraid of?, we just

need to take off her veil to see whether

she is Louise or not.”
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The reporter’s words were like a bombshell, making many people suspicious

Even the director finally said to her, “Louise, take off your veil.”

He asked Louise to film this drama for

several reasons. Firstly, the TY Group sponsored a large sum of money. Secondly,
Louise promised him that she would never use a stand-in in this drama.

An actor should have his or her own professional code. The director felt that he
should consider changing the female lead if she couldn’t even master the
expression of emotion in her eyes.

Jessica appeared to be in a dilemma and she looked at Priscilla helplessly.

couldn’t

However, even Priscilla protect her anymore now.

Jessica had no choice but to take off her veil under the glare of the crowd.

At that moment, it was so quiet.

The woman in front of them was not

Louise at all. She only had similar eyes

to Louise’s.
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Moreover, someone recognized this woman. Wasn’t she Jessica, who quit the
entertainment industry a few years

ago?

The director was so angry that he dropped his phone and left while the

male reporter had already recorded

the scene and ran away too.

The rest of the crew didn’t dare to say anything in front of Jessica Louise, who
was hiding in the dressing room was extremely scared and didn’t have the
courage to walk out.

“See? Louise was really caught in a dilemma because of you this time.”

Priscilla poured all her anger on Jessica and walked quickly to the dressing room.

Jessica seemed to be indifferent. She

did it on purpose.

Sure enough, she pretended to be aggrieved and frightened when she turned
around to follow Priscilla in.

Jessica heard Louise calling Simon

helplessly when she returned to the dressing room.

“Simon, what should I do? Now that everyone knows about my stand-in, what
should I do?”

Jessica walked into the dressing room and changed into her own clothes. She had
no intention of comforting Louise

at this moment.

Louise was already gone when she

came out of the dressing room.

Jessica snorted. She could imagine Louise crying in Simon’s arms.

Just as she was about to leave, her phone rang

Astring of strange phone numbers was shown on the screen.



She answered the phone as she

walked.

“I’m waiting for you at the door. Come

out quickly.”

At the other end of the phone, a magnetic male voice sounded. Jessica
recognized the person who called her as soon as she heard it.

“Do you know where I am?” Jessica was surprised.

“Come out and you’ll know whether | know where you are.” Timothy’s voice

softened a little.

Jessica snorted, not believing the man’s words.

TI

She walked at a quicker speed than ever. She then saw a man in a suit when she
reached the doorway.

It was Timothy who said to keep her as his mistress.

Jessica had seen and touched his sexy body last night but it was the first time she
saw him wearing a suit.

His tall figure accentuated the well

tailored suit and made him look

elegant and dignified.

Timothy was aloof and introverted but

he still let out a kingly manner even he

wore a suit.

“How did you know I was here?” Jessica glared at Timothy. Her facial features
became more and more charming with her vivid expression.

Especially her pair of eyes as a fox’s, which were exceptionally bright, seemed to
be ready to seduce the man’s soul at any time.



“Can we change our topic?” After Timothy finished speaking, he took out a bank
card and handed it to Jessica.

Jessica narrowed her eyes. “What do you mean?”
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“I will keep you as my mistress. It is all i have. Of course, I will work harder to
make more money in the future.”

Timothy’s eyeswere full of sincerity. Especially, when he said “keep,” Jessica was
blushed.

She thought this man was just talking, but she didn’t expect him to be serious.

“Our relationship is a one-night stand. I don’t want to be kept.” After Jessica
spoke, she planned to leave.

One step ahead of Jessica, Timothy stood in front of her.

Next, he pressed Jessica against the

wall.

Jessica was angry at the man’s behavior.

However, Timothy stuffed the bank

card into Jessica’s hand and said in an

extremely determined tone, “If you

dare to refuse again, I don’t mind

starting the second one-night stand

now.”

Jessica: “..”

Seeing Jessica’s obvious shocked expression, Timothy kissed her on the forehead.
“I’m busy now. I’ll come to
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you later.”

The man strode away after speaking

Jessica looked at the bank card in her hand and then at Timothy’s back,
speechless.

She put the card in her wallet, and just then, Simon’s call came.

“Jessica, hurry up to the company.”

After Simon gave the order, he hung up the phone with a bang without giving
Jessica a chance to speak.

Jessica had known why Simon asked

her to go to the TY company, but now the enemies were in the open and she was
in a dark. Therefore, she had to pretend that she didn’t know anything as before
so that she could alter the

situation.

Once Jessica failed, she would lose

everything

Simon and Louise, the two bitches,

would be even more fearless, and the inheritance that belonged to Jessica, the
daughter of the Sandgren family, would also be divided.

In less than thirty minutes, Jessica came to the TY Company by car.

As soon as she reached the door of Simon’s office, she heard Louise crying and
Simon scolding

“You can’t do anything. What’s your use? I have hired a group of trash!”

Inside Simon’s gentle appearance was a restless and disrespectful heart.

A few subordinates were scolded harshly by Simon. Jessica pushed the door open,
and Simon’s expression was slightly restrained. “Get out.”

“What’s wrong?” Jessica asked Simon, who was in a rage. “Who provokes

you?”

Simon said angrily, “Look for yourself!



Then he handed the phone to Jessica

Jessica looked at the report on the phone about Louise using a stand-in today,
and then she understood.

She didn’t expect Mrs. Kimi to be so efficient and make it a trending hashtag.
Jessica secretly cheered.

“How did it happen? Who wants to hurt Louise?” Jessica’s expression was filled
with anger. She looked even angrier than when she herself had a negative news.

Simon and Louise worked together to deceive Jessica for a long time. Both of
them knew that Jessica was a stupid

woman.

Jessica was so stupid that even if she

was abducted, she would count money for the criminals.

Therefore, when Simon saw Jessica’s angry expression, he was not surprised.

But they didn’t know that the backstage manipulator was Jessica, whom they
thought was a pushover.

“I wish I have known.” When

mentioning the uploader of the video, Simon gritted his teeth with hatred.
“Jessica, what happened today was

because you made a mistake, right? The company has already organized a crisis
management team. You can go over and tell the reporters later that you
suddenly wanted to act and begged Louise as a good friend. Louise was too
embarrassed to refuse, so she allowed you to act.”

When she arrived, Jessica had already thought that Simon would definitely

ask her to take the blame for Louise.

But now hearing such ruthless words come out of his mouth, Jessica could only
feel that her heart was torn apart

bloodily.

Once she took the blame, she became the reviled target of the public, but Louise
became a righteous angel who could sacrifice everything for

friendship



It was the man she had loved for three years and was willing to give up
everything

Her eyes were really blinded.

“Simon, why am I always the one to blame if Louise makes a mistake? I’m going to
be your wife. Is an actor in your company more important than me? Or, is Louise
more important than me?”

Tears welled up in Jessica’s eyes and her anger turned into a grievance. At this
time, she could not tell whether she was acting or really wanted to cry.

“Louise is an entertainer that the TY Group supports. As long as she has a

stain, it will be fatal to the TY Group. Jessica, you don’t work in the
entertainment industry. What’s wrong with taking the blame for your good friend?
It won’t affect you much anyway.”
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Simon was vexed about Jessica’s attitude. She was too selfish.

Louise, who was crying bitterly, sniffed and said, “Simon, don’t blame Jessica. It’s
my fault this time. I’ll go to the press conference later to apologize for my
mistake. Don’t argue with Jessica

because of me.”

Louise looked so pitiful that she was like a victim. Her words made Jessica feel
disgusted.

“L. L.” Jessica didn’t know what to say, but she was depressed because they force
her by high moral standards.

She was too stupid. How could she like Simon and make friends with Louise?

Seeing Jessica hesitating, Simon knew

that Louise’s words might work.

“Louise, go out first,” Simon said.
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Louise hurriedly left Simon’s office. When there were only Jessica and Simon in
the office, he directly hugged her into his arms.

“Jessica, I know it is really unfair to you, but TY Company is everything to me. I

can’t destroy it just because of Louise’s mistake. You know, TY Company is on the
way up, sowe need your help.”

Simon’s voice was soft and full of helplessness.

“I wouldn’t have let you sacrifice if

there is enough time.”

Seeing Jessica hesitating, Simon knew that Louise’s words might work.

“Louise, go out first,” Simon said.

Louise hurriedly left Simon’s office. When there were only Jessica and Simon in
the office, he directly hugged her into his arms.

“Jessica, I know it is really unfair to you,

but TY Company is everything to me. I

can’t destroy it just because of Louise’s mistake. You know, TY Company is on

the way up, so we need your help.”

Simon’s voicewas soft and full of helplessness.

“I wouldn’t have let you sacrifice if

there is enough time.”

Jessica tried her best not to push him away and leaned against his chest

silently.

“I love you very much, and I know you

love me. Could you please help me this time? When it is over, I will compensate
you.”

Simon said affectionately, but Jessica

sneered in her heart.



He claimed that he loved her, but he

had sex with Louise many times.

Jessica felt that if she didn’t speak again, she might be about to vomit because of
the discussion.

“How?”

Jessica, who had never made a request to Simon, asked him directly. Simon was
shocked.

But Simon quickly replied, “I can give you whatever you want.”

Jessica gently pushed Simon away. “Okay, I’ll help Louise, but it will be the last
time.”

Simon achieved his goal and wanted to kiss Jessica in her forehead, but she

avoided it.

“I’m a little tired. I’ll take a rest first. I’ll be there when the press conference

starts.” After Jessica finished speaking, she entered Simon’s lounge.

Anyway, the lounge was in the office. And Simon didn’t say anything more.

Jessica closed the door of the lounge tiredly. The next second, however, she
became excited.

Jessica told Mrs. Kimi about the things

after Louise’s substitute was exposed,

and they were discussing their next steps excitedly

On the other hand, a man in a black

suit stood in front of the french window of the single apartment and looked
outside.

He was on the phone. As soon as the call was connected, a man said in surprise.

“Oh, is me hallucinating? Is Timothy

that call me? Do you want to…”

“Investigate Brant’s daughter, Jessica, and her conflict with Simon and Louise.”



Timothy told Jacob directly.

“Damn, If you need to help you will call me. But you ignore me after things are
done. Do you think I’m a condom?” Jacob’s tone was filled with unhappiness

“What?” Although it was only a word, Jacob still felt scary.

“Give me some time and I will give you the answer, Timothy.” Jacob’s attitude
changed so fast that he was almost like

an actor.

After Jacob finished speaking, he hung up the phone. Half an hour later, a

document was sent to Timothy’s phone.
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Timothy opened the document and began to browse it.

His deep pupils were glistening. He deleted the document after reading it.

With a sneer on the corners of his lips, he took out a cigarette and bit it in his
mouth. His eyeswere so shrewd and penetrating that it was impossible to know
what he was calculating.

Half an hour later, Simon knocked on the door of the lounge, reminding Jessica
that it was time to go to the press conference

Jessica then followed Simon to the press conference. As soon as she reached the
door, she saw Louise and

her agent sitting in front.

Louise’s eyes were red, and she looked so pitiful.

She looked so frightened in the face of those aggressive reporters.

When a microphone almost hit Louise’s face, Simon, who was walking with
Jessica, immediately rushed over and threw the reporter’s microphone to the
ground, “Is this how you reporters interview celebrities?”

After seeing that he was the CEO of TY Group, the reporter did not dare to
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argue.

Jessica watched coldly as Simon publicly defended Louise, she felt as if her heart
was pierced by needles.

The bone-chilling coldness spread from her feet to her whole body, and

her hands clenched into fists.

The more Simon wanted to protect

Louise, the more Jessica wanted them to go to hell.

Jessica sat next to Louise, and sensible reporters put their microphones in front
of Jessica

“Excuse me, Miss Sandgren, are you the one who begged Louise in the

name of friendship to let you perform, so as to indulge your passion for acting?”

“Jessica, you know very well that Louise must personally perform in filming. You
deliberately threatened

her with the ground of friendship. Do you want to ruin her?”

Seven or eight reporters asked questions together, and Jessica waited until they
finished asking. Jessica then answered, “I’m sorry, everyone. I didn’t expect that
because of my sudden whim, it has such a big impact on Louise and even TY
Group. Yes, I begged Louise to let me perform for a while as I love performing.
You all know that I used to love this stage very much…”

After the press conference was over, Louise, who had been silent all along, said
gratefully, “Jessica, thank you.”

Jessica felt so disgusted looking at

Louise’s hypocritical face. She said coldly, “This is the last time I take the blame
for you.”

Louise looked at Jessica’s back and wondered why Jessica seemed to have
changed since her coming back this

time?

What Jessica said at the press conference was quickly posted on the internet.

The title was, “The rich calls the shot. Miss Sandgren ruined a female celebrity.”



For a moment, it caused quite a stir on the internet

Many people looked at the headline and then watched what Jessica said at

the press conference. The image of Jessica being the firstborn of a rich

family who was arrogant and willful was conjured up. While Louise became a
young and innocent lady who dared not resist the power and sacrificed
everything for friendship.

Jessica flipped through a few pages of

the report and kept smiling faintly.

In the entertainment industry, there was a trick called “destroying a person after
pushing them to the peak of their career”. The higher a person had reached in
their career ladder, the more embarrassed they would be

when they were knocked down.

Jessica put away her phone and left the TY Group.

As soon as she reached the door, she saw Timothy standing in the most
conspicuous spot and was looking at her.

Jessica immediately walked up to Timothy and asked in a low voice, “Why are you
here?”

“I said I will come to you. Besides, is it wrong for me to come to my woman?”
Timothy looked at Jessica in front of him and asked with raised eyebrows.
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